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open wood fires

traditional fires

Warmington Wood Fires are designed and built here in New
Zealand for our unique conditions, and are a modern alternative
to the traditional open fireplace. With Caitec air replacement
technology, air is re-introduced back into the home via a multiduct heat exchanger to give maximum heat efficiency and high
output, without the need for unsightly internal air vents.

Unlike traditional bricked back fires of yesteryear, the
Warmington Traditional fires are built with todayís modern
technology. This means you can enjoy a modern heating
appliance, without sacrificing the ambience of a real wood
burning fire.
Features and Benefits
• Higher heat output than the standard brick backed fires
• Caitec technology gives maximum efficiency and heat output
• Traditional brick look for modern or traditional homes
• Available in both wood and gas
• Large range of sizes and bricking styles
• Proudly designed and manufactured in New Zealand

Features and Benefits
• Stunning indoor feature with ‘ambience to burn’
• Caitec technology gives maximum efficiency and heat output
• Fantastic range of styles and sizes for every situation
• Easily installed into new or existing fireplaces
• Available in double sided twin fires
• Proudly designed and manufactured in New Zealand

Sizes: 440 - 1800

open wood fires

Sizes: 800 - 1500

debonaire range

custom fires - desiger

traditional fires

gas fires

outdoor Nouveau fires

debonaire range

gas fires

The Debonaire range is for those looking for something unique.
The single open style of the Uno, or if you wish to see both sides,
go for the Duplo. The corner Virage, or the three sided Trieste
are other options available. Whichever one you choose will
be a central feature in your home, and allows you to use your
imagination and make your own personal statement.

Warmington Gas Fires come in a range of styles and sizes to
suit every situation and budget. The gas fires also have a unique
built-in down draft diverter system to ensure safety and a cleaner
environment. The Caitec system ensures additional heat which
would otherwise travel up the chimney, is returned to the room.
Available in LPG or Natural gas.

Features and Benefits
• Available in LPG or Natural Gas
• Electronic control option for added simplicity (high/low fire)
• Range of different styles and sizes i.e. glass, stainless steel
• Proudly designed and manufactured in New Zealand
• Simple and easy to install

Features and Benefits
• Available in LPG or natural gas
• Caitec technology maintains higher heat output
• Electronic control option for added simplicity
• Available for retro-fitting into existing fireplaces
• Available as a twin fire (double sided)
• Range of grate styles - traditional, pure and classic
• Proudly designed and built in New Zealand

Sizes: 1200 - 2800

Sizes: 700 - 1800

open wood fires

debonaire range

custom fires - desiger

traditional fires

gas fires

outdoor Nouveau fires

custom fires - designer

outdoor nouveau fires

For customers looking to create something truly unique, we are
proud to offer a range of custom built fires from Warmington.
We have a team of specialised engineers and designers with a
wealth of experience and can work with you to create a stunning
solution. Each fire is carefully designed for each individual
situation and we íengineerí solutions to include all the necessary
details to give you an accurate quotation, and no hidden costs
after by buy.

Warmington Nouveau Fires were designed to create a stunning
feature for you outdoor room. Adding warmth and ambience to
your patio, deck or courtyard, your Nouveau fire lets you extend the
use of your outdoor living during the cooler evenings. The cooking
facility gives you the added value of dining outside, even on a chilly
night. The Nouveau range is available in wood, gas, and stainless
steel which requires no flue - ideal apartment living!

Features and Benefits
• No need to limit your imagination
• Make a personal statement in your home
• Quality product without compromise
• Proudly designed and engineered in New Zealand

Features and Benefits
• Stunning outdoor feature to enhance your outdoor spaces
• Cooking facility for outdoor cooking
• Stainless steel weathershield to protect bbq hot plate and grill
• Flueless gas option for small spaces or decks
• Available in wood or gas; and stainless steel
• Proudly designed and manufactured in New Zealand

Bespoke

Sizes: 900 - 1800
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